
Ladies and Gentlemen,  

 

A warm welcome and a very good evening to all of you. 

  

I’m delighted to welcome you tonight in the garden of the Résidence de France, on this very special 

occasion: a Parisian soirée where we will be celebrating the spirit of Befikré. That means an evening 

of fashion, cinema, and Paris rolled into one.  

 

The spirit of Befikré is about beauty and art de vivre. And what is more “art de vivre”, French art de 

vivre, than fashion and couture? In a couple of minutes, we'll have the privilege of watching Diva’ni 

unveil its Spring-Summer 2017 couture collection. Among our guests tonight is Diva’ni’s creative 

director, Ms Sanya Dhir. We all know that She has greatly contributed to the glamour of Befikré, as 

Diva’ni is the brand behind the costumes designed for Befikré. For this, and for giving us this 

wonderful opportunity to enjoy her work tonight, please join me in thanking her warmly.  

 

The spirit of Befikré is about cinema.  In this, too, Befikré will be a milestone.  

 

First, because it’s charted for tremendous success when it’s released on December 9
th

. As many of 

you know, the trailer of Befikré was launched just a month ago at the Eiffel Tower. Can you guess 

how many times it was viewed? More than 10 million times in just 24 hours! Since then, over a 

hundred million people have been touched by Befikre on social media.  

 

Second, because Befikre is the first Indian film to be shot entirely in France. I take this opportunity to 

convey my sincere gratitude to Mr. Aditya Chopra, Befikré’s charismatic director, who knew from the 

very beginning that Befikré could only take place in France and Paris. Paris being the city of love, 

there could have been no better setting for this love story.  

For breathing life into this story, I would like to thank Ranveer Singh and Vaani Kapoor very much, 

who, under the direction of Aditya Chopra, have delightfully conveyed the freedom and energy that 

pervades France. 

Thank you also to Yash Raj Films for trusting France. We hope to welcome many more Bollywood film 

shoots in Paris!   

 

The spirit of Befikré, lastly, is about Paris and France. It’s a tribute to its landscapes, its monuments, 

its energy, its art de vivre, not to mention its gastronomy. Every year, France and its capital welcome 

the highest number of tourists in the world, with 84 million visiting in 2015. There’s an ever-

increasing volume of Indian tourists among them, who numbered more than 5 lakhs in 2015. I guess 

that many more will follow Ranveer and Vaani to the castles of Picardie, the glamorous beaches of 

Cannes, or in exploring the timeless charms of the French capital.  

 

And for making tonight’s cinematic soirée possible, I would like to thank very warmly our partners: 

Pullman Aerocity and Accor, for the delectable food being served and whose many hotels are 

awaiting you in India, France and all other cities of the world; Air France, that flies you every day to 

France from Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalore; l’Opera and Pernod-Ricard that promote French 



excellence in gastronomy, wine and spirits all over India; and Atout France, for tirelessly working in 

India to make accessible so many tourism options in rich and diverse France.  

 

To conclude, let me share a secret: just like an Indian film is not complete without a song, we in 

France say: everything ends with a song. Very soon, you will understand why.  

 

I will not keep you any longer from the celebrations.  

 

Have a fantastic Parisian moment. Let the show begin! 

 


